The **dragéekíss® pearl applicator** is a clever new cake decorating tool that enables users to rapidly place edible sugar pearls, also known as dragées or cachous.

Both the device and our packaging is manufactured in the UK.

drageekiss Ltd is a UK VAT registered Ltd company

We are proud to offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee or your money back!

**eBay VeRO Enforcement**

With the spread of counterfeit products, it is becoming harder for our customers to distinguish between authentic and counterfeit products. As a result, dragéekíss® is an active participant of the eBay VeRO Program. Help in identifying authentic dragéekíss® products is provided by contacting dragéekíss Ltd at: ip@drageekiss.com

Many websites make counterfeit products available for purchase online. dragéekíss® monitors such websites to protect our customers and safeguard our legal rights. Unfortunately, sellers often use eBay to sell counterfeit to target uninformed buyers. Authentic versions of dragéekíss® products can be purchased from any of dragéekíss® authorised stockists, listed here: [http:// drageekiss.com/stockists-retailers/](http://drageekiss.com/stockists-retailers/)

**Reselling products on eBay**

If you are a seller whose listing has been removed, your listing has most likely been terminated by eBay because of action taken by dragéekíss®. Common reasons why your listing may have been terminated include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. Trademark Infringement - the item offered for sale may be an unauthentic product which infringes the intellectual property rights of dragéekíss®’s or the content of the listing contains unauthorised use of dragéekíss®’s protected trademarks.

2. Copyright Infringement - the listing may contain dragéekíss®’s copyrighted text, images, or other materials.

Reporting Suspected Counterfeit Products

To voluntarily report suspected counterfeit products, please email details and contact information to ip@drageekiss.com